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It has been another full-on year for the Whanganui Camera Club. I hope members have been able to enjoy at least some 
of the many and varied activities that have been organized. They have been too numerous to go into detail - ranging from 
our regular twice monthly club meetings based around our photography competitions and guest speakers, shutterbugs, 
special interest groups, our monthly photo appreciation evenings, the local photoshoots and more distant fieldtrips, our 
workshops with both visiting and local “experts”, our annual exhibition, the Whanganui Salon and our two anniversary 
dinners celebrating 125 years as a Camera Club in Whanganui. These activities have all been supported by active 
communications involving our web site, three Facebook pages, monthly eNewsletters and regular meeting and event 
notices.  
 
The year’s programme (not to mention all the cleaning, maintenance, mowing and catering that goes with it) was the 
result of a great deal of effort from our committee and the wider group of off-committee helpers. It has been a great 
committee to work with (Melanie/Bev/Maartje/Ray/Tania/Royce/Karen/Alan/Heather) and I’d like to acknowledge their 
efforts and thank them all on behalf of the Club. We have several committee members and associates stepping down 
from their roles this year - Melanie, Royce, Alan, Tania and Derek. They have all made great contributions to the club this 
year. I’d like to give a special thanks to two in particular - Derek Barrett and Tania Warbrick.  
 
Derek has been the club Competition’s Coordinator for some years now, picking up the role from Margaret Walford, as 
well as being our “technical” person and projectionist on club nights. Most members are unaware of the amount of work 
that goes into the role (including correcting your image titles so they behave themselves when sorting!) and how critical 
it is to get it all right, as well as liaising with judges (who sometimes change their minds on the night as they present their 
results!). Derek has been a great servant of the club - thank you Derek.  
 
Similarly, Tania has played a critical role in shepherding new members into the club, developing and administering our 
social media and web site and leading our communications to members. In particular, Tania has lifted the quality and 
presentation of our club communications across the board and will be a tough act to follow. Thank you Tania.  
 
It has been an unusual year financially with a book surplus of a little over $9,300. However, this is highly misleading with 
a large part of the surplus due simply to timing and one-off issues. This includes the receipt of the 2018 PSNZ Regional 
Convention surplus of $3757 in this financial year and costs for our anniversary dinner and Whanganui Salon prize ($3000 
combined) falling after the end of the financial year (while the revenues were within the financial year). We also had 
some income in 2019 which will not be repeating in 2020 - the Sunday morning rental of the club rooms, the Whanganui 
Salon entry fees, the Creative NZ Community Grant and the Whanganui Vintage weekend photography donation (over 
$6000 combined). As a result of these timing and non - repeating issues it is likely we will run at a deficit in 2020 of around 
$4500. While this is still a good net surplus over the two year period our reality is that the fixed costs of operation exceed 
our revenue from subscriptions by  a large amount. We need to make up this gap from repeatable income in the longer 
term or our reserves will inevitably decline. Finding enduring tenants to share the club rooms with is the preferred option. 
If any members have ideas for raising funds or suitable tenants please let me or the committee know.  
 
In addition, we are facing some significant maintenance or infrastructure costs as outlined in a separate motion at this 
meeting. We aim to attract sponsorship or grant funding for the bulk of these costs but they are a reminder that owning 
an asset such as the clubrooms has financial implications. 
 
Despite these financial risks I think it is obvious to all that having our own club rooms has had a tremendously positive 
impact on the club and we are enjoying both the flexibility it gives us and the camaraderie of the many activities we are 
able to host here. 
 
After two “big” years for the club I sense that committee members are looking forward to a more routine 2020.  But even 
a routine year involves a great deal of effort from the committee and supporting members. I look forward to continuing 
as President  for another year, if reelected, and appreciate the support from all club members. My biggest buzz is seeing 
member’s enjoy, grow and develop their photography (while having some fun along the way) and I hope we can see more 
of that in 2020. 
 
John Smart 


